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The ESRB and EMIR

• ESRB: Following the Global Financial Crisis, the European Systemic  
Risk Board (ESRB) was mandated in 2011 with macroprudential  
oversight for the EU financial system with a broad membership

• Big data: European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) grants  
the ESRB (and ESMA) with access to the EU-wide derivatives  
dataset (implementation of the G20 reform of derivatives markets in  
the EU)
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How can data-driven business models  
create new types of systemically  

important interconnectedness?
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Risk amplifiers

• Modern financial systems are inherently complex
• Intensive data-driven decision making in the financial  

system heightens this complexity

• Financial innovation can (and has in the past) led to  
otherwise uncorrelated markets become correlated

• With AI and big data: new potential channels of  
interconnectedness

Image by Pete Linforth from Pixabay
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• A recent survey by the UK BoE and FSA to the industry  
on the use of Machine Learning (ML)

• Result: While ML may not necessarily create new risks,  
it had the potential to amplify existing ones

• Similar results found in an earlier report published by  
the Joint Committee of the ESAs

Risk amplifiers

Image by Futuregirl from Pixabay
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Risk amplifiers (1)

• “Black-box” models and algorithms combined with  
ineffective governance (especially validation) and data  
quality issues could mean that some risks could remain  
unidentified

Image by Okan Caliskan fromPixabay
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Risk amplifiers (2)

• Dependence on (a limited number of) third parties for data  
and platforms/infrastructure to run applications, and  
common set of models, could also bring about a collective  
underestimation of risk

Image by Okan Caliskan fromPixabay
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Risk amplifiers (3)

• Strategies to explore heterogeneities could ultimately  
(and paradoxically) lead to common behaviour if based  
on similar data/models/infrastructure and introduce  
procyclicalities/asset price volatility spirals

Image by Okan Caliskan fromPixabay
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What can we do (are we doing) about it?

Image by Pete Linforth from Pixabay
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“Large-scale transaction-level data represents a milestone  
[…] are already proving to be fundamental to our  
understanding of these markets from a systemic  

perspective”
(Former ESRB Chair Mario Draghi, address to the European Parliament, Nov 2017)

Risk identifiers
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Risk identifiers

• Data are at the core of risk management when  
supported by a robust governance framework

• It can reduce uncertainty: it improves the ability to  
monitor more closely and at a higher frequency  
individual entities and also the financial system as a  
whole

Image by Pete Linforth from Pixabay



Risk identifiers: EMIR data – Key figures
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• Granular data on European derivatives markets from 7 trade  
depositories

• 3 types of reports: state, transactions, positions
• More than 100 mln data observations per day, 250+ attributes
• More than 150,000 reporting entities (legal entity level)
• EUR 660 trillion in total notional outstanding in 74mn open

trades at end 2017 (from ESMA EU Derivatives Markets
Report 2018)

Image by Lorenzo Cafaro from Pixabay



Risk identifiers: European Derivatives Markets  
Monitor (EDMM) Pipeline

EMIR data

Daily (t+3)  
100 mln obs / day

Automated update  
Indicators, aggregates

Automated analytics  
(models/methods)

13

Output  
generation

European Derivatives  
Market Monitor

numerical  
visual  
textual



Risk identifiers: EDMM – Development & challenges
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• Current development areas:
– Calculating “standard" global and local network indicators
– Mapping networks at various levels of aggregation to identify  

structural shifts/changes
– Building contagion / valuation models

• Challenges:
– How to measure linkages? (notionals, market values, margins,  

collateral)
– Medium term aim: can we create a “full” dependency graph?

Image by TheAndrasBarta from Pixabay



Risk identifiers: EMIR experience – Lessons learned (1)

• Large scale granular data represents new challenges
• Granular data is not just more data – it is a ‘raw material’ to build a  

view of reality without an ex-ante right way to do so
• Exploit granularity: move from disaggregate to aggregate and vice  

versa
• Requires a dedicated infrastructure and a multidisciplinary team to  

make full use of them
• Adopt a flexible approach: test different methodologies/models

Image by Wokandapix fromPixabay



Risk identifiers: EMIR experience – Lessons learned (2)

• Avoid one-offs and silo-culture to reap economies of scale and scope:
replicability, scalability, automation

• Data integration as a key to success:
– Integrate data, processes, knowledge
– Cross-checking & benchmarking

• Keep an open R&D mentality/function

Image by Wokandapix fromPixabay
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Risk identifiers: EMIR Bridge Programme

• Invites leading academics and  
policy experts with ideas for  
analytical policy and research  
projects that:
– Improve the understanding of  

EU derivatives markets and  
their systemic risk implications

– Develop innovative analytical  
methods

https://www.esrb.europa.eu/pub/bridge/html/index.en.html

Image by Frank Winkler fromPixabay

http://www.esrb.europa.eu/pub/bridge/html/index.en.html


Risk identifiers: Cooperation is key

• Despite progress there is a need to continue exploring big data and 
allow them to ‘speak to each other’

• Cooperation and collaboration across regulators and supervisors is key  
to overcome legal and technical obstacles to share and use data

• Further progress on unique identifiers (LEI, UTI,…) is essential for  
better data integration

Image by Senjin Pojskić fromPixabay
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Risk identifiers: Going beyond EMIR

• Aim at generating and analysing “systemic  
risk maps”

• Enables more timely and accurate systemic  
risk monitoring

• Improves understanding of indirect  
interlinkages

• Identifies data gaps and data quality issues

Image by Gerd Altmann from Pixabay



Risk identifiers: Challenges remain – Data quality
• 70-80% of time devoted to solve data quality issues
• Double side reporting (buyer and seller) is fundamental for data quality

We all need to reflect on this: where does the problem truly lie?
“High quality data are a common good which benefits both reporting entities and  

supervisors”
[ESRB Secr. response to EC consultation]

• How can AI and big data help?
• Automated tools for flagging reporting issues
• Enhanced reporting by natural language generation

Image by Christine Sponchia from Pixabay



Conclusions

• AI and big data can potentially amplify existing financial stability risks, 
but also provide invaluable tools to mitigate them

• Big data is not just more data: it requires unique conditions in order to be
leveraged upon – diverse skillset, infrastructure and governance

• Challenges remain:
• Data quality is a common good and essential for risk management

at all levels
• Institutions need to keep pace with the developments in this field or

be made obsolete by them

Image by Septimiu Balica from Pixabay
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Thank you and questions?

Image by Pete Linforth from Pixabay
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Solving the problem of insufficientdata

Not enough data (historical prices/transactions) for accurate  
pricing and risk calculations

This poses problems for example when:
• Estimating fair value under IFRS
• Estimating risks of non-modellable risk factors under FRTB



Non-Modellable Risk Factors (NMRFs)
• Lack sufficient data
• Fewer than 24 observable real prices within a year
• Or more than a month between two observations

29% of total market risk capital charges under FRTB
• (Industry FRTB QIS Analysis - Global Financial Markets Association)

What is the true risk resulting from such factors?



Disclaimer: note that Kidbrooke Advisory does not claim it would  
be an allowed approach from any certain regulatory point of view  
to use the method described in this presentation.

However in situations where the uncertainty in the estimation of  
financial risk is high due to lack of data such methods could be  
used for validating or checking existing methods already in use  
and/or for proactive identification of what risk factors are most  
exposed to systematic risks in stressed markets.



Video: Training process of 2-dimensional latent space



Identify similarities between instruments with data and those without

Fig: Cluster of 9 BBB corporate bonds within the  
Utility sector, with a 12 - 20 years term.

• Finds patterns in data and categorizes similar objects in groups
• Ensure that the model is trained on similar assets
• Implementation:

• Gaussian mixture models
• Variational Autoencoders



Corporate Bonds example

• Significant reduction in error
• Model performs well with smaller data sets

Model MEA*
Kidbrooke  
Outrank®

0.05

Benchmark  
curve

0.49

Test Mean Absolute Error



Complement traditional risk modelswith  
an expanded set of instrumentfeatures

Price/Risk
estimate

Financial
Instrument

Input: Unique  
identifiers of  
instrument with no  
price quoted in active  
markets The Kidbrooke SaaS  

applies Machine  
Learning in order  
accurately predict price  
and risk

A range of data sources  
are explored to  
automatically find  
relevant features for the  
Machine Learning  
Algorithm

Data

Data

Data Kidbrooke SaaS

API



Machine Learning Model Validation

2 Explainability: Results can be explained in clear and  
meaningful way

3 Trust: There is confidence in the ML algorithm’s ability to
perform well and react properly to new unseen data

1 Robust: framework for ML Model Validation



Explainable AI

Global

Local

• Systemic drivers  
exhibit strong  
non-linear  
dependence,
difficult to uncover  
with traditional  
statistical methods

• Possible to gauge  
the performance  
of factors globally  
and locally

Global Feature Importance Feature Interactions

Local Feature Importance

Model A – Neural Network



“Things get done only if the data we  
gather can inform and inspire those in  
a position to make difference”

Mike Schmoker



02 Next-Generation AML



Financial crime remains one of the most systemic risks  
to the global economy

regulators since 2009 Illicit funds laundered annually

Proceeds of financial crime  
seized, making it the world’s  
most profitable industry

Increase in AML related
expenditure in the last 3 years

(Eu Only) Globally spent by banks on AML

0.2%

$70B

$2T+

>50%



Intelligence industry is siloed

1 Lack/no of information sharing between (and within) banks

2 Third party tools and sources of information

3 Information not easily exchanged

4 Data silos are the cause to missing the big picture of money laundering

5 Data/Information needs to be aggregated for more sophisticated intelligence

How can this gap be bridged?



Key Pain-Points

Banks don’t share transactional information:
• Business Restrictions: Commercially sensitive information
• Regulatory Restrictions: Bank Secrecy and Customer Confidentiality

The reality:
• Criminals spread activity across banks, countries, payment schemes etc
• No bank has complete view of financial crime



Cloud Data Threats

Our focus is to ensure sensitive data in-use  
is segregated from cloud operators.

Customers are concerned about:
• Fear of attacks against their data when in-use
• Malicious privileged admins or insiders
• Hackers exploiting bugs in cloud fabric



Counteracting the trend with Microsoft Azure

1 Multi Party Data
Boost probability of detection by aggregating data across multiple  
institutions in one neutral Azure instance

2

3 SML/UML – e.g. FutureFlow
Utilize Network Analytics and (Un)supervised Machine learning algorithms to  
detect patterns in large aggregated data set

ACC
Enable complete protection of all party’s data, at all stages, within the
solution using Azure Confidential Computing (ACC)



Azure Confidential Computing – Control data through  
its lifecycle

Existing New

In transit
Encrypt data that is flowing  
between untrusted public or  
private networks

Examples include:  

HTTPS

TLS

In use
Protect/Encrypt data  
that is in use during  
computation

Examples include:  

Trusted Execution
Environments such as Intel SGX  
and VBS

At rest
Encrypt inactive data  
when stored in blob  
storage, database, etc.

Examples include:  

Azure Storage Service
Encryption for Data at Rest

SQL Server Transparent
Database Encryption (TDE)



Value Proposition
We see the evolution of cloud computing where:

Data is fully in the  
control of the customer  
regardless of whether in  
rest, transit, or in use  
even though the  
infrastructure is not

Cloud platform provider  
is out of the trusted  
compute base of cloud  
platform it provides

Code & data running in  
a cloud TEE (Trusted  
Execution Environment)  
is protected and verified  
independently by the  
customer



Multiparty machine learning use cases

Goals
Data and Model/IP confidentiality  
from other parties and/or cloud  
provider

Control integrity of ML (Machine  
Learning) code running against data  
set from malicious parties

Solution
Run ML modelling process (data input, pre-
processing, model training, etc.) in a trusted
execution environments

Decrypt data only within a TEE (Trusted  
Execution Environment) to protect  
confidentiality at centralized point

Run code that is attestable at centralized
point



Machine learning  
algorithm to detect  
money laundering

K1

K2

K3

Machine learning Anti-Money Laundering scenario

Transaction/  
KYC data

K1 K2 K3

Azure Confidential Computing  
Industry Utility Model  

subscription

Transaction/  
KYC data

K1

K2

Transaction/  
KYC data

K3



Benefits of the Networked Approach to AML
Network assembled via fund flow analysis across multiple banks

1 More comprehensive than single bank’s view

2 Spot complex networking and layering

3 Increase detection rates

4 Triage alerts based on the significance of the Network Element

5 Reduce false-positive rates

6 Gives the Regulator and the FIU a centralized look at the big picture



03 Data-Driven AML



It Takes a Network to Defeat a Network!

Fresh approach to the problem:

1 Pull transactional data from multiple banks with full confidentiality

2 Create a complete picture of the movement of funds across multiple banks

3 Map out distributed financial crime schemes across multiple banks



How It Works

98% of Accounts 2% of Accounts



Immediate Use-Cases and Benefits

1 Confidential malicious node Detection across multiple banks

2 Confidential alert Triage with the benefit of all banks’ FinCrime intelligence

3 Automatic Lead Generation with no prior intelligence



Detection

Known high-risk users from 3 banksAccount Under Review



Triage

Scenario Background Information

Common approach:
• KYC
• CDD
• Screening
• In line with normal activity?
• Makes economic sense?

Complexity Score
• Recipient
• Sender

Malicious Association Score
• Recipient
• Sender

Commonality score
Other accounts to consider

Bank A Bank BGBP 650,000



Lead Generation

Malicious Node Benign Node



Synthetic POC: FCA AML TechSprint

1 Analyzed 100 million International and Domestic Wire Transfers

2 Among 450,000 entities

3 And 3 banks out of 6

4 With NO use of Personally Identifying Information

5 And NO use of external data



Results

1 Identified numerous layering and collections accounts within the  
dataset without any leading information

2 Identified true-positives in the Transaction Monitoring output based on  
the underlying network complexity

3 Grouped seemingly unrelated accounts into cross-bank clusters

4 Identified 3 international criminal syndicates



04 Data-Driven Financial Stability



Collaborative Data-Driven Financial Stability

Upgrade the Great Depression Economic Toolkit

1 Monitor economic stimulus effects in real-time, at micro-level

2 Identify systemically important nodes and linkages at scale



Data-Driven Macro Policy Management

Economic Stimulus Provision Economic Stimulus Measurement

Monitoring LiquidityCreating Liquidity
• Sovereign bond purchases
• Corporate bond purchases
• LTROs / TLTROs
• Negative Interest Rates



Data-Driven Financial Stability

Systemically Important Nodes Systemically Important Clusters

Common Connector Hubs Common Relationships



Financial Stability Toolkit Summary

Liquidity Monitoring Systemic Node Detection Systemic Cluster Detection



Industry Challenges

Regulatory Obstacles Computational Challenges

Real-World Size and Complexity
Large datasets
Enormous network complexity  
Extracting signal from the noise

Privacy-Respecting Data Sharing

Cross-bank information sharing  

Entity data

Entity Intelligence vs. Flow of Funds  
Intelligence



Practical Approach

Traditional Supervised Machine Learning Network Analytics / Unsupervised ML

• Useful Synthetic Data
• Explainable algorithms
• Trace each decision to individual  

transaction level

• Lack of robust labeled data
• Access to real-life training data
• Explainability



05 Putting it Together with Azure Confidential Computing



Privacy and Data Protection

Privacy Enhancing Technology Sample Data in the System

60000757-f904-4c3f-b525-3d5e45532425
d0b3041b-36f8-4743-bd0a-87f7770fade8  

5f878307d801a3b340bcc3fd5569b69d  
3d894faae19b35bf135998ed856ee0b1

2017-09-16 698
fadc3042-1c8f-4ca5-96cc-6dad09eaa569

3d894faae19b35bf135998ed856ee0b1
61da7814f850992390542e1173697c93

2017-10-17 10

ce52f661-d3fc-41e9-b77a-c71fe0ee901d  
f6a59a7d-d014-4fae-8dcf-febf315280fa

54fcaf104379baec68efa2c787f22d53
8741ea720713ebeee797a1e06c81099f

2017-10-21 42
0ac0b3fc-1a91-440a-a54c-220c0cbdbc2d

8741ea720713ebeee797a1e06c81099f
3aef98d4318aac8657d7c23db3970c46
2017-10-23 3

Required Data
• Source Hash
• Destination Hash
• Timestamp
• Amount

Optional Data
• Flags
• Currency (multi-currency datasets)



Lessons Learned: Standalone Approach

Hash + Shared, Permanent Secret Key

• Banks:
– Data Controller
– Knowledge of the customer
– No knowledge of customer relationships

• FutureFlow:
– Data Processor
– Knowledge of customer relationships
– No knowledge of the customer

Bank A Bank B

Known secret key
HashFN(KEY + Account)

• Limitations:
– Trust
– Verifiability and Auditability
– Data Quality



FutureFlow + Azure Confidential Computing

Lead Enclave

Bank A  
Enclave

Bank B  
Enclave

Blind secret key  
HashFN(KEY + Account)

Advantages:
• Trust: computationally guaranteed
• Verifiability: Data Controllers verify the code
• Data Quality: can be mitigated confidentially

Hash + Blind, Rotatable Secret Key

ACC Layer



Next-Generation Financial Intelligence

1 Medium-sized interlinked economies

2 Well developed and digitized banking markets

3 Concentrated banking systems + Collaborative culture

4 Same key banks present across the region

5 Financial Crime high on the agenda

Actionable in the Nordics TODAY:



THANK YOU
impossible until
it’s done.

“ It always seems

—Nelson Mandela”
jan.ophof@microsoft.com 
vadim@futureflow.org
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